- All

about the journey

So - what does a Healey enthusiast HDC
member do, in the "odd numbered" years,
when there is no Classic Le Mans.
Having been to the last 3 Le mans Classic events
(thoroughly recommended, especially if you
follow a route which is off the motorways and
peage), we gave this problem some serious
consideration, in the pub, one evening. "I know lets take the Healeys somewhere else !" After
taxing our brains, someone calmly asked if any of
us had ever been to Spa. None had. And so, it
started and quickly became unstoppable.
A core group of 5 Sprites were clarified as
interested, sufficient to persuade me to ask for
permission, from Mrs.G, who surprisingly agreed adding that this was conditional on her not having
to come. "Isn't Spa a long way away", she
added.........
Over the coming months, 10 of us, for the original
5 Sprites were confirmed and I made contact with
Brian, at 1st Tickets, who we had relied on before,
to provide part tickets for Le Mans (the car entry /
display tickets having come from the HDC). There
was further discussion and argument to contend
with, as each stated their preference for the
various aspects of the trip, which included the
thorny subject of the route. Since none of us had
been before, a motorway route was obvious, but
quickly proved not to be what was preferred. Lets
find a route, which takes the old cars along some
interesting, non-motorway roads. Easier than it
sounds, but we compromised, with the suggestion

that we could have the first part of the route, from Calais,
cross country(ish), with the middle section on main roads
and with the final section cross country again. Simple?
Rod and Dave set about establishing route possibilities and
a breakfast stop in the square at Saint Omer was agreed.
We knew that the roads in France are so good, that even
side roads would present nice running for the Sprite
convoy.
We agreed that we should travel down to Kent, the day
before our crossing, stay near Ashford and catch an early
morning tunnel crossing, so that we could get a good start,
on the long drive, taking a southerly route, across northern
France and into Belgium.

assemble soft tops, as quickly as we could. The cars were
sopping wet inside - we were almost swimming.
Next morning, it was still raining, as we set off for the
Tunnel, only 10 or so miles away.
Once we arrived in France, it was clear that the weather
was much better. We all managed to get to Saint Omer well, the outskirts, anyway - before we had our first car
casualty. Dave's was refusing to charge it's battery, which
necessitated frequent swapping of battery, between cars, to
charge it up.

Excitement mounted as the day approached. cars were
fettled and prepared - and polished to within an inch of their
lives. We gathered, at a secret location in West Oxfordshire
(Mike's house) and set off, in fine weather, in convoy - with
tops down - lovely. at least it was, until we got half way
round the M25, when it started to spit. OAS was leading the
group, making steady progress, as the rain slowly became

Anyway, to cut a long story - and journey short, we all
arrived at the beautiful little Belgium village of Stavelot, after
driving the last 50 miles, over some lovely country roads,
through villages and woods....and the weather was
gorgeous, the Sprite convoy darting through villages, to
smiles and waves. Dropping down the gears, we rose up
and down, through the forests of the Ardenne, then swept
down along it's long, gently twisting avenues. The Sprites
spread out, as carburettors were encouraged to breath in
more of the fresh Belgium air, the differences between the
different engine performances, being enjoyed by all. This is
going to be great. And it was. But it did take us a long time all day, in fact, as we arrived at about 6.00pm, local time. It
is further than you think!

The road runs north, from Stavelot, up the hill and out of the
village, for about 7 miles, to the village of Francorchamps.
Clearly, to discourage motor racing fans speeding out of the
village, there are large lumps of concrete in the centre of
the road, for half a mile, but once round the sharp double
bend, at the top of the hill, the road opens up, presenting a
wonderful drive, with clear views of the road ahead. You

more heavy. You know that thing about not getting wet,
as long as you are moving? It isn't true. All of a sudden,
it poured and we all got a soaking. With no choice but to
carry on, it became clear that ti would not stop. We
pulled into a service area and all jumped out to

pass through fields and forest, on
the straight undulating road, for
about 5 miles, before dropping
gently down, through sensible traffic
calming measures and into the
village. The circuit entrance is
located, down the hill, just a few
hundred yards, to the south of the
village centre. I had imagined that
this aspect would present a
fabulous panorama of the circuit,
but it does not. However, once the
cars were driven up the steep rise,
to the right of the entrance, towards
our reserved parking area, on the
start / finish straight, the nature of
the steep sided valley becomes
clear - as does the view. This is a
lovely place.
We had a fabulous time, at the Spa Classic, in glorious sun
shine. People say that it is, sort of, like the Le Mans Classic
was in it's early days - not too busy, easy to access and
park etc and not too commercial. It is to be thoroughly
recommended although, if you are taking your Classic, we
would all suggest that you travel in a group, which adds a
confidence to the whole enterprise. We had been joined by
a West Country Healey, for the drive East, to Spa. The
Belgians do eat a lot of frits, though. An awful lot - and very
nice too, served in the traditional cornet, with a choice of
mayo flavours
As it had taken us a long time to get there, we began to
think about how long it might take us, to get back to Calais and we were booked on a 2.00pm crossing. Brian obliged
by making arrangements to change to crossing to a slightly
later time, to ease the pressure and meant that we could
have breakfast before leaving Stavelot.
As it happens, having decided that a faster route
compromise was needed, for the return journey, Dave's Sat
Nav actually suggested a very similar route back, to that
which we had taken on the way there - mainly because of
the usual Bruxelles ring road accident problems. A few
battery swaps later, we arrived back at Calais, meeting up
at the petrol station in Folkstone, to continue our journey
back to Oxfordshire. The trip was not without it's
tribulations, though. Having become separated in the M25
rush hour traffic, another of our number had a breakdown next to which we each pulled over onto the hard shoulder,
to try to assist. We ended up
limping the convoy home AND all made it safely. We
were in it together.
Funny thing - it was really
about the camaraderie and
the journey, almost more
than the Spas Classic itself great though the event was.
Five Healeys, Ten friends,
Five
days.
A
TRUE
SPRITELY ADVENTURE.
TRY IT YOURSELF - YOU
ARE BOUND TO ENJOY.

Ed.

